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ShieldSCREED is a Polymer Modified Mastic Asphalt screed, manufactured using bitumen, fillers 
and graded aggregate, as well as additives to suit the required end usage.

SCREED Design

ShieldSCREED will provide a continuous support to 
the subsequent application and can be purpose 
designed for applications ranging from roofing, 
traditional and protected membranes, balconies and 
access walkways through to car or lorry deck 
specifications. 

Specially designed formulations are available for 
applications such as area leveling, bituminous 
waterproofing protection and installation of falls to 
water outlets.

The product can also be modified for use in 
chemically hostile environments to provide falls 
under specialist flooring grades to assist in the 
collection and containment of aggressive liquids.

Technical Profile

WATER VAPOUR PERMEABILITY

CURING TIME

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (5 DAYS)

BS EN 13892-2

Flash Point

< 300°C

20 N/mm2

SPECIFIC GRAVITY

2.0-2.4

LAYING THICKNESS

0 Degrees - to any thickness

LABORATORY TESTING

 0.067% (gm/day)

Benefits

Replaces a ‘Wet Trade’

24 Hours Curing Time.

Normally Trafficked in less than an hour
Can be laid to 0mm providing height savings

Weight saving over sand/cement screeds which 
require min. 50mm thickness

Fire Rating: AA

Sound Proofing: With Perlite or similar themed 
ceramic board

EEC Compliant: Complies with CEN TC 303 
Standards for screeds

Light Foot Traffic: 

Full Traffic: 

1 Hour

 24 Hours
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Drainage

ShieldSCREED Stability Fast Track

Outlets should always be located at the level of 
the waterproof membrane and should be suitable 
for use in conjunction.

(NB: Normally outlets would be provided at 10m centres.)

For the assessment of the Indirect Tensile 
Stiffness Modulus test (ITSM), cores were tested 
in accordance with BS DD213.
The results of the ITSM testing gave a range of 
results from 7482 to 8762 MPa.

No extended drying or curing time is required, 
allowing for fast track techniques to be employed 
and resulting in earlier contract completion.

Other typical Uses

Protection against long term & short term 
deflection.

Heavy duty screed substrate for highly 
trafficked areas.

Leveling coat above & below waterproofing. 
screed to falls.

Permanent unbroken protection layer

Disclaimer

The evolution of new product design is 
continuous and information is subject to change 
without notice. Customers should check with the 
supplier to ensure that they have the latest 
details. Shield Membranes reserve the right to 
amend the technical information as deemed 
necessary and in accordance with the relevant 
national and international standards without 
notice.
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